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Bruegel, Pieter (Il vecchio) 
Children's Games, 1560



I CIAM 1928 La Sarraz 
             CIAM Foundation 
    II CIAM 1929 Frankfurt 
                  Minimum habitat
        III CIAM 1930 Bruxelles
                       Rational allotment
            IV CIAM 1933 Athens
                           Functional city
                  V CIAM 1937 Paris 
                                Habitat and free time. City and countryside
                     VI CIAM 1947 Bridgewater
                                    Ten years of contemporary architecture
                         VII CIAM 1949 Bergamo 
                                         Applications Charter of Athens
                             VIII CIAM 1951 Hoddesdon 
                                              Heart of the city
                                   IX CIAM 1953 Aix-en-Provence 
                                                  Habitat Charter
                                        X CIAM 1956 Dubrovnik 
                                                      Town and the interrelationships between its functions

Le Corbusier, Hélène de Mandrot and Sigfried Giedion



The I CIAM Foundation in La Sarraz was organized in 1928 by Le Corbusier, Hélène de Mandrot and 
Sigfried Giedion (1st Secretary General of the Congress) brought together a group of 28 so-called modern 
European architects (Mart Stam, Pierre Chareau, Victor Bourgeois , Max Haefeli, Pierre Jeanneret, Gerrit 
Rietveld, Rudolf Steiger, Ernst May, Alberto Sartoris, Gabriel Guevrekian, Hans Schmidt, Hugo Haring, 
Zavala, FlorenKn, Le Corbusier, Paul Artaria, Helene de Mandrot, Friederich Gubler, Rochat, Andre Lurcat, 
Robert von der Muhll, Maggioni, Huib Hoste, Sigfried Giedion, Werner Moser, Josef Franck). The graphic of 
the French group shows the 6 principles of modern architecture: modern technique and its consequences, 
standardization, economy, urban planning, education of young people, implementation.



“A few days ago I had another 
experience in Amsterdam, 
where I visited the children's 
playgrounds that were created 
under the guidance of Van 
Eesteren and designed in detail 
by a young member of the 
Dutch CIAM group, Van Eyck. 
The elements and their 
arrangement are an excellent 
starting point for the child's 
imagination. At the same time, 
these playgrounds perform 
another function: a large area of 
  land previously unused has 
been transformed, with a 
carefully designed arrangement 
into an active urban element” ©
Sigfried Giedion 

E.N. Rogers, J.L.Sert, J. 
Tyrwhitt (a cura di), CIAM VIII - 
Il cuore della città: per una vita 
più umana delle comunità, 
Milano, Hoepli Editore, 1954 

Photograph of an Amsterdam playground inserted by S. Giedion in The historical 
precedents, within the collection of the acts of VIII CIAM / The Heart of the City, 

Hoddesdon, 1951

 



 IX CIAM / Habitat Charter, Aix-en-Provence, 1953

The four functional categories are replaced by the notions of house, street, neighborhood, city 
in Urban Re-Identification Grid 

Street in the air in Golden Laine, Allison and Peter Smithson, London, 1953



Meeting of Team X - Research of social and visual interrelations, Otterlo, 1959



The Otterlo circles by Aldo van Eyck presented at the Team X meeting in Otterlo (1959) 
The two circles contain images and short texts. The first BY US which refers to the formal and spatial sphere 
of architecture presents images of the Parthenon (Immobility and rest); Pueblo Arroyo New Mexico 
(Vernacular of the hearth / extension of collective behavior); diagram of Theo van Doesburg's Maison 
Particulière (Change and Movement / Mental Concept). The second FOR US, which refers to the relational 
sphere of human society, shows a photograph of a group of Indians from Venezuela dancing to form open 
circles.



Zaanhof Playground, Aldo van Eyck, Amsterdam, 1948 



Zeedijk Playground before and after the transformation, Aldo Van Eyck, Amsterdam, 1956



Drawings and games for Playgrounds, Aldo van Eyck





Jacob Bakema
Architecture is the three-dimensional expression 
of human behavior as a reflection of society

Aldo van Eyck
Architecture is distinct from human behaviors, it is 
therefore possible to seek to reconcile them through a 
relationship of reciprocity and interaction as a counterform

TEAM X introduces a radical change of perspective: community and relationships cease to represent an 
abstract entity to which the architect provides authoritarian solutions (Giancarlo De Carlo, The architecture 
of participation, Quodlibet, Macerata, 2013). The community is the center of research in architecture, the 
starting point of the issues that guide design. the role of the architect is placed in a position of mediation 
between the parties involved and the project phases, in an in-between area between actor and observer.



THE ARCHITECTURAL LEAGUE OF NEW YORK (2009), Situated Technologies 
Pamphlet 6: MicroPublicPlaces by Hans Frei, Marc Böhlen



THE ARCHITECTURAL LEAGUE OF NEW YORK (2009), Situated Technologies Pamphlet 6: 
MicroPublicPlaces by Hans Frei, Marc Böhlen



Temporary Architecture
The Experience of LabCity Architecture 

Paola La Scala 
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Temporary architecture has been appearing and disappearing 
more and more in urban public spaces. Many such structures 
have been branded ‘pop-ups’, follies to provide a moment of 
light entertainment. But there is a long history of a more 
holistic type of temporary architecture that subtly suggests 
how we could live, work and play more harmoniously

 



FAIRE PARIS 2017
HARNESSING HUMAN POWER 

Urban FAB LAB
PARIS – BARI – PALERMO 



Faire Paris, an event promoted by the Major Anne Hidalgo on  2017, 
aims to accelerate the emergence of experimental architectural and 
urban practices, to facilitate the implementation of scale 1 prototypes in 
Paris and the Greater Paris area, to support and promote applied 
research and to encourage the implementation of new processes, 
materials and construction programmes.























MANIFESTA PALERMO 2018
CREATING COMMUNITY SPACES 

The City of Mercato Ballarò

LabCity Architecture (DARCH-UNIPA)
  

 





Temporary EXPERIENCES in Architecture
La Città del Mercato Ballarò a Palermo

La risposta del valore culturale del progetto e di una nuova estetica 
della temporaneità sono due questioni prioritarie della ricerca che 
mira a riconoscere le potenzialità dello spazio pubblico nel tessuto 
storico della città di Palermo. 

Una mappatura di trenta MicroMacro spazi nella Città del Mercato 
Ballarò costruisce nuovi immaginari in luoghi marginali, degradati e 
dimenticati che possono assumere un rinnovato significato urbano e 
umano per aprire vertiginose e inattese riscoperte attraverso progetti-
azione, temporanei o permanenti, ad alto contenuto sociale. 

Il Giardino in movimento, la Casa delle meraviglie, New Playground e 
Passo a due sono i temi dei quattro MicroMacro spazi selezionati per 
le azioni progettuali nella città storica.

















































ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN STUDIO
‘Out of Classroom’

Project of a festival and a temporary pavilion in Valledolmo

2021

Prof. Renzo Lecardane, Ph.d Arch. Lecturer Paola La Scala

 



















In conclusion, these structures, situations and events quickly 
appear and disappear, but they are designed to invest and 
embed themselves in a community, public space or set of 
ideas. 
They open up possibilities, test scenarios and subvert 
preconceptions of what our cities should be like and how we 
should behave in them.

 



Thank you for your attention! 
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